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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

To determine the tensile properties of irradiated fuel cladding in a hot cell, a simple test was developed at ORNL and is described fully in US Patent Application 20060070455, “Expanded plug method for developing circumferential mechanical properties of tubular materials.” This method is designed for testing fuel rod cladding ductility in a hot cell utilizing an expandable plug to stretch a small ring of irradiated cladding material. The specimen strain is determined using the measured diametrical expansion of the ring. This method removes many complexities associated with specimen preparation and testing. The advantages are the simplicity of measuring the test component assembly in the hot cell and the direct measurement of specimen strain. It was also found that cladding strength could be determined from the test results.

The basic approach of this test method is to apply an axial compressive load to a cylindrical plug of polyurethane (or other materials) fitted inside a short ring of the test material to achieve radial expansion of the specimen. The diameter increase of the specimen is used to calculate the circumferential strain accrued during the test. The other two basic measurements are total applied load and amount of plug compression (extension). A simple procedure is used to convert the load–circumferential strain data from the ring tests into material pseudo-stress-strain curves.

However, several deficiencies exist in this expanded-plug loading ring test, which will impact accuracy of test results and introduce potential shear failure of the specimen due to inherited large axial compressive stress from the expansion plug test. First of all, the highly non-uniform stress and strain distribution resulted in the gage section of the clad. To ensure reliable testing and test repeatability, the potential for highly non-uniform stress distribution or displacement/strain deformation has to be eliminated at the gage section of the specimen. Second, significant compressive stresses were induced by clad bending deformation due to a clad bulging effect (or the barreling effect). The barreling effect caused very large localized shear stress in the clad and left testing material at a high risk of shear failure. The above combined effects will result in highly non-conservative predictions both in strength and ductility of the tested clad, and the associated mechanical properties as well.

To overcome/mitigate the mentioned deficiencies associated with the current expansion plug test, systematic studies have been conducted. Through detailed parameter investigation on specific geometry designs, careful filtering of material for the expansion plug, as well as adding newly designed parts to the testing system, a method to reconcile the potential non-conservatism embedded in the expansion plug test system has been discovered. An expanded plug wedge test has been developed based on the method.

In order to closely resemble thin-wall theory, a general procedure was also developed to estimate the hoop stress $\sigma_0$ in the tested ring specimen. A scaling factor, $\chi$-factor, is developed to convert the ring load $F_{ring}$ into hoop stress $\sigma_0$, and written as $\sigma_0 = \frac{F_{ring}}{\chi \cdot t}$. The generated stress-strain curve agrees well with the associated tensile test data in both the elastic and plastic regions.
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Fuel and clad must be examined to verify the performance of fuel rods and to produce data that can be used for fuel qualification. One of the essential examinations is the mechanical properties test. In a hot-cell environment, conventional tensile testing might not be convenient due to complexities associated with specimen preparation and testing. Hendrich et al. [1] invented an expanded plug method and applied it in Fissile Materials Disposition Program (FMDP) to do Post Irradiation Examination (PIE) for the performance of the fuel rods contained in the mixed oxide (MOX) lead test assemblies. The advantages of the method described in the patent application are simplicity of use of the test component assembly in the hot cell and the direct measurement of specimen strain. It was also found that cladding strength could be determined from the test results.

It is important to understand the thin-walled pressurized cylinder model on which the expanded plug method was based. If the cylinder walls are thin and the ratio of the thickness to the internal diameter is less than about 1/20, then it can be assumed to be a thin-walled vessel [1] [2] [3]. The three principal stresses in the shell are circumferential or hoop stress, longitudinal stress, and radial stress. For the thin-walled cylinder it may be assumed that the hoop and longitudinal stresses are constant across the thickness. The radial stress is small and can be neglected. As shown in Fig. 1, the hoop stress can be described as

\[ \sigma_\theta = \frac{F}{tl} \]  

(1)

where \( F \) is the force exerted circumferentially on an area of the cylinder wall that has a radial thickness \( t \) and an axial length \( l \).

Using the Young–Laplace equation, the hoop stress created by an internal pressure on a thin-walled cylindrical pressure vessel can be estimated as

\[ \sigma_\theta = \frac{Pr}{t} \]  

(2)

where \( P \) is the internal pressure, \( t \) is the wall thickness, and \( r \) is the inside radius of the cylinder.

When the cylinder to be studied has an \( r/t \) ratio of less than 10, the thin-walled cylinder equations are no longer valid. Between inside and outside surfaces, stresses can vary significantly and shear stress through
the cross section can no longer be neglected. Estimation of stress and strain becomes much more complicated.

A simple test was developed at ORNL and is fully described in US Patent Application 20060070455, “Expanded plug method for developing circumferential mechanical properties of tubular materials” [4], as shown in Fig. 2. This method is designed for testing fuel rod cladding ductility in a hot-cell utilizing an expandable plug to stretch a small ring of the irradiated cladding material. The basic approach of this test method is to apply an axial compressive load to a cylindrical plug of polyurethane (or other materials) fitted inside a short ring of the test material to achieve radial expansion of the specimen. Three major measurements are made, including total applied load, extension of plug compression, and radial expansion of the specimen. The radial expansion of the specimen is used to calculate the circumferential strain accrued during the test.

![Fig. 2 Schematic of expanded plug test.](image)

A general procedure has been developed to determine the circumferential stress ($\sigma_{CIR}$) in the expanded ring specimen [14]. The circumferential stress is calculated using a scaling parameter called a $\Gamma$-factor ($\Gamma$), the load ($P$), and the specimen dimensions as shown below.

$$\sigma_{CIR} = \frac{\Gamma P}{tl}$$

(3)

where $\Gamma = \frac{\sigma_{Yield}}{P_{Yield}} \frac{tl}{P_{Yield}}$

and, $\sigma_{Yield}$ = yield stress of a quality assured material determined using a standard tensile test,

$P_{Yield}$ = load at 0.2% plastic strain offset measured using a ring specimen of the above QA’d material,
\[ t = \text{ring specimen thickness}, \]
\[ l = \text{ring specimen axial length}. \]

Therefore, the load and radial expansion data from the ring tests can be converted into material pseudo-stress-strain curves to examine mechanical properties, such as Young’s modulus, yield strength, and strain-hardening characteristics.

In nuclear engineering and design, intensive research is focusing on material characterization of fuel cladding. Among the vast literature, Nilsson et al. [6] and Kim et al. [7] did a similar investigation on fuel cladding using ring specimens. Nilsson et al. presented an assessment of the segmented expanding mandrel (SEM) test for material properties and a structural integrity assessment of nuclear fuel claddings. The test setup is shown in Fig. 3. The loading is induced by expanding segments, which are placed radially inside a cladding tube, to simulate cracked fuel that expands thermally. The test is appropriate for assessment of how defects and microstructure affect ductility.

![Image of mandrel test device](image)

**Fig. 3** The mandrel test device (a) cladding tube with segment, (b) loading device, (c) loaded specimen with extensometer for strain measurement.

Kim et al. evaluated the hoop-directional mechanical properties comprising strength such as yield strength and ultimate tensile strength as well as mechanical ductility such as uniform elongation and total elongation. The ring tensile tests were performed in order to study the mechanical properties of high-burnup fuel cladding under a hoop loading condition in a hot cell. The schematic test procedure and a photograph of the ring specimen are illustrated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 A schematic for the procedure of ring tensile tests and ring specimen.
2. SCOPE OF CURRENT RESEARCH

The objective of this research project is to use finite element analysis (FEA) to evaluate the patent method of the expanded plug for developing mechanical properties in fuel cladding, and based on the study to seek improvement in the expansion plug method for better performance of mechanical property testing in a hot cell. The project was divided into two stages:

1) Evaluation of the existing expanded plug method for mechanical property testing using FEA, and
2) Development of an expanded plug wedge test.

In the first stage, a series of finite element models was established to study the expanded plug testing system with various plug materials and cladding materials both at room temperature and at elevated temperature. Unconstrained compressive tests and fully constrained compressive tests were performed on polyurethane material. Hyperelastic material properties of the polyurethane plug were calibrated from both tests and provided input for the finite element model (FEM). Detailed stress and strain distribution was examined in FEA. The resultant FEM circumferential stress and radial strain of fuel cladding were validated with tensile test data and compared to mechanical properties generated from ring expansion clad testing data as well. Accomplishment in this stage demonstrated several deficiencies existing in the expanded plug method and provided important guidance for the second stage of the study.

To mitigate the deficiencies associated with the current expansion plug test, a significant effort was dedicated to seek improvement of the test design. Systematic studies have been conducted, such as a detailed parameter investigation on the geometry designs, selection of expansion plug material, as well as design of new parts for the testing system. An expanded plug wedge test has been developed to reconcile the potential nonconservatism embedded in the current expanded plug test.
3. EVALUATION OF CURRENT EXPANDED PLUG METHOD USING FEA

Even though the current expanded plug method was patented back in 2006 and the method was used in testing even before that time, system simulation and evaluation using FEA has never been fully conducted due to unresolved issues with respect to numerical deficiency. In this project, a significant effort was dedicated to solve the numerical problem and establish feasible finite element models using ABAQUS codes.

3.1 FEA OF ROOM-TEMPERATURE RING EXPANSION CLAD TESTING

As discussed in Chapter 1, the test method was developed originally to perform room-temperature circumferential tensile testing of nuclear fuel cladding in a hot cell by radially expanding a ring specimen of the test material through axially compressing a cylindrical plug of polyurethane fitted inside the specimen.

3.1.1 Bi-Linear Material Model for Expansion Plug

A 3D FEM model of the ring expansion clad testing system was developed based on the test setup, as shown in Fig. 5. This first version of the model failed because it had too many contact surfaces, causing a numerical convergence problem. Learning from this preliminary FEA study, the modified 3D FEM model was established as illustrated in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 5 Preliminary 3D FEM model of the ring expansion clad testing system.](image)
In this modified model (Fig. 6), the expansion plug geometry was simplified and contact surfaces to the support were eliminated without losing generality. The slightly modified version has resolved the numerical difficulty and well represents the expanded plug method using FEA. In this model, the expansion plug used polyurethane at room temperature. The ring specimen was ferritic steel. The ram and support post utilized high strength steel as a rigid support. The material properties are listed in Table 1. The geometry of the components of the expanded plug testing system in Fig. 2 was modeled with respect to the current test setup. The ring length was simulated as 0.28 in., outer diameter (OD) of the ring was 0.37 in., and inner diameter (ID) was 0.326 in. The plug length was set to 0.296 in. and plug OD was 0.325 in. Hence the initial gap in Fig. 6 between the ring specimen and the expansion plug was 0.0005 in. Pressure load was applied to the top of the ram, while the bottom surface of the support post was constrained in six degrees of freedom (DOF). A general contact was defined as being between the outer surface of the cylindrical expansion plug and the inner surface of the ring specimen.

Table 1. Material properties of components with bi-linear material model of expansion plug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Young’s modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Tensile yield stress (psi)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polyurethane (^a)</td>
<td>69,618</td>
<td>20,015</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferritic steel (^b)</td>
<td>2.9×10^7</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High strength steel (^c)</td>
<td>3.0×10^7</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Ref [8] [9]
\(^b\) Ref [10]
\(^c\) Ref [11]

In Table 1, it is noticed that the hyperelastic material polyurethane was simplified as perfectly elastic plastic material (bi-linear model) per literature. Due to the lack of hyperelastic data for polyurethane at...
In this first stage of the study, the FEA simulation was carried on the bi-linear material model for the expansion plug to obtain preliminary results and to guide further investigation.

Fig. 7 shows the von Mises stress distribution in the ring expansion clad testing system for the bi-linear expansion plug material model. Maximum stress occurred in the cladding for the whole system. The stress distributed nonuniformly in the clad. In this case the pressure load was 7000 psi. Contact pressure inside the inner surface of the ring specimen also shows nonuniform distribution in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 Nonuniform stress distribution in the clad for FEM with the bi-linear material model of polyurethane.

Fig. 8 Nonuniform contact stress in the clad for FEM with the bi-linear material model of polyurethane.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show complex stress fields existing in the cladding during a plug extension test and can no longer resemble simple pressure capsule stress distributions based on thin-walled cylinder theory.
Shear stress $\sigma_{RZ}$, radial stress $\sigma_{RR}$, circumferential stress (hoop stress) $\sigma_{TT}$, axial stress $\sigma_{ZZ}$, as well as von Mises stress all show gradient distributions through a cross section of the ring specimen. All these preliminary results indicate that the circumferential tensile properties test of the ring specimen using the current ORNL patented expanded plug method is much more complicated than the thin-walled cylinder and needs thorough investigation, especially for the hyperelastic material model of the polyurethane plug.

3.1.2 Hyperelastic Material Model for Expansion Plug

The modified 3D FEM model of the ring expansion clad testing system (Fig. 6) was followed in this further study of the hyperelastic material model for a polyurethane plug, as shown in Fig. 11. To permit
direct comparison to existing test data and validate simulation results, the material of the ring specimen was a zirconium alloy Zr-4. Polyurethane material was used for the expansion plug. High strength steel was still used for the ram and the support post. The geometry of the components was exactly the same as shown in Fig. 6. The boundary condition was still fixed at 6 DOF at the bottom surface of the support post. The load was 1040 lbf for testing an unirradiated Zr-4 ring specimen at room temperature.

For hyperelastic characterization of the polyurethane material, the hyperelastic material model in ABAQUS was used to simulate the material behavior of polyurethane during the ring expansion clad testing at room temperature. Fig. 12 shows an example of a typical final test data set for input into a curve fitter [12]. The objective of the testing is to define and to satisfy the input requirements of the mathematical material models that exist in the structural, nonlinear FEA model.
Two tests were identified for the test data set to generate hyperelastic material model parameters for the polyurethane plug: an unconstrained compressive test (or uniaxial compressive test) and a fully constrained compressive test (or volumetric test), shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b) respectively. The uniaxial compression experiment is a popular test for hyperelastic material. When testing for analysis, pure states of strain are desired, and this is especially difficult to achieve experimentally in compression due to friction. So lubrication between the specimen and the platen will be needed to reduce shear strain induced by friction. Volumetric compression is an experiment where the compressibility of the material is examined. In this experiment, a cylindrical specimen is constrained in a fixture and compressed [Fig. 13(b)]. In these tests, six polyurethane specimens with diameter 0.358 in. and length 0.295 in. were prepared: three specimens for uniaxial compressive testing, and three for volumetric testing.

Uniaxial compressive test data and volumetric test data are shown by the blue line in Fig. 14. The test data were evaluated in ABAQUS/CAE using the hyperelastic model to determine the optional strain energy potential and to calibrate coefficients as an input parameter in the FEA model. Fig. 14 reveals that strain energy potential form of Yeoh [13] as a hyperelastic material model is a good match with both unconstrained compressive test data and fully constrained test data. The three coefficients C10, C20, and C30 of deviatoric behavior for the Yeoh form, calibrated from unconstrained uniaxial test data [Fig. 14(a)], are 1319, -708, and 699, respectively. The compressibility of polyurethane needs to be specified. If the material is considered incompressible, the three coefficients of compressibility D1, D2, and D3 can be defined as zeros. However, polyurethane exhibits nearly incompressible material behavior, so the coefficients D1, D2, and D3 are computed from volumetric test data [Fig. 14(b)] as $1.296 \times 10^{-5}$, $5.648 \times 10^{-7}$, and $-4.362 \times 10^{-8}$, respectively. The other strain energy potential of the Marlow form basically just uses unconstrained and constrained test data directly. So in the following study, both the Yeoh and the Marlow forms were utilized in the FEA model as hyperelastic material behavior for the polyurethane plug.
Fig. 14 Hyperelastic material property test data for polyurethane.

The material properties of components simulated in the system model in Fig. 11 are listed in Table 2. Unirradiated Zr-4 material properties are cited from Ref. [5]. Fig. 15 illustrates the tensile stress-strain curve for unirradiated Zr-4 cladding generated from data in Ref. [5]. The transverse ultimate strength of unirradiated Zr-4 cladding is up to 74.6 ksi. Strain hardening data was generated on the basis of tensile test data and provided to the FEA model as plastic material behavior of Zr-4 during the ring expansion test simulation.

Table 2. Material properties of components with hyperelastic material model of expansion plug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Tensile yield stress (psi)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated Zr-4 ( ^a )</td>
<td>( 1.44 \times 10^7 )</td>
<td>67,800</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High strength steel ( ^b )</td>
<td>( 3.0 \times 10^7 )</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyurethane</td>
<td>Hyperelastic Yeoh form: C10, C20, C30, D1, D2, D3</td>
<td>1319, -708, 699, 1.296e-5, 5.648e-7, -4.362e-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hyperelastic Marlow form: use test data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) Ref. [5]
\( ^b \) Ref. [11].
FEA results are shown in the following figures. Fig. 16 reveals that at the end of the loading process, a polyurethane plug was pushed into the ring specimen. The ring bulged out at the middle section. The von Mises stress distribution in the clad is not uniform. Maximum stress occurred in the clad within the whole system, which is similar to the result in Fig. 7. The simulation results for FEM with the hyperelastic material model of polyurethane plug using the Yeoh form and the Marlow form are very close to each other, which indicate that the hyperelastic material model is reliable.

Fig. 16 Non-uniform stress distribution in the clad for FEM with hyperelastic material model of polyurethane plug.

Fig. 17 shows nonuniform contact stress distribution in the clad for FEM with the hyperelastic material model of the polyurethane plug. Fig. 18 shows the radial dilatation distribution in the clad along the gage section. The hyperelastic material model using the Yeoh form or the Marlow form does not exhibit much difference in the resultant strain as well. Radial strain results in highly nonuniform distribution. Maximum strain occurs at the ring bulge-out section. Compared to the test of the unirradiated Zr-4 ring specimen at room temperature in Fig. 19, the simulation results show a very close deformation shape.

(a) Yeoh form  
(b) Marlow form
Fig. 17 Nonuniform contact stress distribution in the clad for FEM with hyperelastic material model of polyurethane plug.

Fig. 18 Nonuniform radial dilatation in the clad for FEM with hyperelastic material model of polyurethane plug.
In ring expansion plug clad testing, the increase in diameter of the specimen was continuously monitored and recorded using non-contacting proximity transducers as shown in Fig. 20. The test apparatus used four proximity transducers to provide greater precision in the measurement of ring expansion and, therefore, to provide greater accuracy in the strain measurement. The diameter increase of the specimen was used to calculate the circumferential strain accrued during the test. Tested radial dilatation of the unirradiated Zr-4 specimen was compared with the FEA results (Fig. 18) in Table 3. The FEA results match the test data very well, within 3% deviation. This is validation that the 3D FEM model in Fig. 11 with the hyperelastic material model of polyurethane plug can be used to represent the ring expansion clad testing system and to evaluate the existing expanded plug method for mechanical property testing using FEA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max radial dilatation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated Zr-4 ring test raw data(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated Zr-4, hyperelastic material model of Yeoh form(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated Zr-4, hyperelastic material model of Marlow form(b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) Ref. [5], \(b\) Fig. 18
FEA evaluation of current expanded plug test method shows significant non-uniform stress distribution (illustrated in Fig. 16) and a highly non-uniform radial dilatation (illustrated in Fig. 18), where the typical non-uniform deformation of the expanded clad was also demonstrated with a barreling effect of the tested clad (shown in Fig. 19). This deficiency is inherent from the current expansion plug test protocol. Fig. 16 illustrates the simulated bulging phenomenon of an expanded plug test at the end of the target loading cycle. Similar bulging barrel effect for the polyurethane plug alone can be seen in Fig. 13 from a uniaxial compression test [12]. The polyurethane plug was design to be slightly longer than the clad [4]. In order to obtain enough lateral force to expand the ring, the polyurethane plug has to be fully compressed downward into the ring. In addition to the inherent plug barreling effect, the ring bulging intensity will be increased when the plug was pressed down below the top ream of the ring, as illustrated in Fig. 16. However, if a longer plug is used to prevent plug being fully pressed into the clad ring, the consequence of the potential plug buckling instability will arise and may further complicate the testing procedure.

Furthermore, significant axial compressive stresses exist in the clad bending deformation induced by the clad bulging effect. Fig. 21 shows the axial stress distribution at the middle section of the clad. The compressive stress occurs at the inner wall, while tension stress occurs at the outer wall of the clad. The associated maximum compressive stress reaches 34 ksi.

Table 4 shows the stress range in unirradiated Zr-4 cladding from the FEA results. Due to nonuniform distribution, the stress exhibits a wide range, especially hoop stress $\sigma_{TT}$ and axial stress $\sigma_{ZZ}$. Significant compressive stress for $\sigma_{ZZ}$, -34 ksi, was induced by clad bending deformation due to the clad bulging effect (or the barreling effect). The barreling effect caused very large localized shear stress in the clad wall; max shear stress $= (\sigma_{TT} - \sigma_{ZZ})/2 = (55.3+34)/2 = 44.65$ ksi. This will lead the testing material to high risk of shear failure.

Table 4. True stress range in unirradiated Zr-4 cladding from FEA results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\sigma_{RR}$ (ksi)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{TT}$ (ksi)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{ZZ}$ (ksi)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{RZ}$ (ksi)</th>
<th>von Mises (ksi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyperelastic material model, Yeoh form</td>
<td>-7.97 $\sim$ -1.31</td>
<td>55.3$\sim$86.9</td>
<td>-34.0$\sim$23.6</td>
<td>0.9$\sim$3.22</td>
<td>78.9$\sim$79.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Fig. 22(a), inside the pressurized cylinder, the axial stress is in tension, on the basis of thin-walled cylinder theory. However, significant compressive stress profiles were observed in the expansion plug tested clad. Compressive stress in cladding can further induce lateral expansion of the clad wall, in addition to that induced by the internal pressure provided by the plug lateral expansion. So the sources of lateral expansion in a plug expansion test include two parts: (1) internal pressure induced by plug lateral expansion and (2) lateral bulging deflection induced compressive/tension bending stress in the clad and minor lateral shear stress at inner clad wall, as shown in Fig. 22(b).

Fig. 23 shows Mohr’s circles for determining localized failure contour. Mohr’s circles demonstrate that shear failure could be the dominant failure mode of the expansion plug test. In a typical pressurized cylinder stress profile as shown in Fig. 23(a), hoop stress is about 2 times that of axial stress for a thin shell; however, in a typical expansion test clad stress profile, hoop stress is about 3 times that of axial stress, and axial stress becomes compressive stress, as shown in Fig. 23(b). Based on the above finding, the maximum shear stress for an expansion plug test would be much larger than that of a typical pressurized vessel; thus the expansion plug tested clad can result in a shear failure with the fracture plane at 45° to that of axial orientation, as indicated in Fig. 24 of failure samples from [14]. This is in contrast to the conventional pressure vessel rupture test, where axial split fracture is normally observed, as shown in Fig. 25, reproduced from [15]. Therefore, shear failure mode could be the dominant failure mode in the
expansion plug test.

Fig. 23 Mohr’s circles demonstrate the potential shear failure.

(a) Typical cylinder stress profile  (b) Typical expansion plug stress profile

Fig. 24 Fuel cladding failed samples. Source: [14].

Fig. 25 Typical axial splitting in high-burnup clad. Source: [15].
Furthermore, FEA result for ductile materials indicates that the failure mode of the expanded ring can be a shear failure mode with a fracture plane at 45° inclined to the axial direction of the tested ring; however this is not normally observed in a pressurized pipe rupture failure.

The circumferential strain estimated from the expansion plug test overestimates the strain deformation due to that the proximity transducers can only detect the maximum radial expansion of the ring. Thus, in a highly non-uniform radial dilatation profile shown in, using the maximum radial strain to represent the hoop strain level will significantly overestimate the material deformation. This deficiency was also revealed by a round-robin test result for Zr-4 clad material, as shown in Table 5 [14]. At room temperature, the available elongation data from ORNL appears to be much larger than other organizations’ test results, where the expanded plug method was used in ORNL test approach.

Table 5. Summary of round-robin test results for Zr-4 clad from Ref. [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Yield Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Uniform Elongation (%)</th>
<th>Total Elongation (%)</th>
<th>Meas. Total Elongation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20±2</td>
<td>ANL</td>
<td>698±7</td>
<td>767±8</td>
<td>2.1±0.5</td>
<td>8±1</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>667±15</td>
<td>767±3</td>
<td>3.0±0.3</td>
<td>23±0</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>EdF</td>
<td>707±15</td>
<td>782±0</td>
<td>1.6±0.1</td>
<td>17±0</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>JAERI</td>
<td>708±15</td>
<td>807±1</td>
<td>3.8±0.2</td>
<td>41±0</td>
<td>37±3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>RRC-KI/RIAR</td>
<td>TBD\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>TBD\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>TBD\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>TBD\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>ORNL</td>
<td>703±8\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>&gt;793\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>&gt;8\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\textsuperscript{a}\) Was not measured in ORNL tests

The other deficiency of the current expanded plug method is that the bottom of the ring specimen is in a direct contact with the support post, as shown in Fig. 11. During the expanded plug testing, the ring experiences a downward drag force against the support post owing to the induced shear stress between the plug and the ring. As a result, the reaction force from the support post causes a significant compressive stress and the associated shear stress in the ring, as illustrated in Fig. 26. The maximum compressive axial stress of 100ksi occurs at the bottom area of the ring shown in Fig. 26(a). At the contact surface of the ring, shear stress reaches the maximum of 13.9ksi, shown in Fig. 26(b).
As discussed above, the significant compressive axial stress and shear stress in a plug-clad testing system cannot be ignored. To mitigate this deficiency, the testing system has to prevent the ring in a direct contact with the support post.

### 3.2 FEA OF ELEVATED TEMPERATURE (350°C) RING EXPANSION CLAD TESTING

At the elevated temperature 350°C, copper was selected as the expansion plug material for the current expanded plug test. As shown in Fig. 27, the FEM model of the ring expansion clad test system with copper plug at elevated temperature followed the room temperature model discussed in Fig. 11. The ring specimen in this FEA study was SRA Zircaloy-4. Ram and support still used high strength steel. The geometry of the SRA Zircaloy-4 ring specimen remained the same as that of the unirradiated Zr-4 specimen, while the geometry of the copper plug changed according to the test setup. The copper plug had a length of 0.29 in. and an OD of 0.324 in., which enlarged the initial gap to 0.001 in. Loading and boundary conditions, as well as contact condition, were the same as in the room-temperature model.
Fig. 28 shows the copper plug material property test data at 350°C, provided by James G. Hemrick. Data indicated highly plastic material behavior for copper at the elevated temperature. Therefore, the deformation plasticity material model in ABAQUS/CAE was chosen to simulate copper plug behavior during the expansion plug test at 350°C. Parameters of the deformation plastic model were calibrated from test data. The component material properties are summarized in Table 6. SRA Zircaloy-4 material data at 350°C were from Michelle Flanagan of NRC in supporting the spent fuel vibration integrity program. Both unirradiated and irradiated SRA Zircaloy-4 claddings were simulated, and results were compared side by side.

![Copper Plug (350°C) unrestrained](image)

**Fig. 28 Copper plug material property test data at 350°C.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
<th>Yield stress (psi)</th>
<th>Hardening exponent</th>
<th>Yield offset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper: deformation plastic model</td>
<td>153,000</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated SRA Zircaloy-4 at 350°C</td>
<td>9.18×10^6</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>54,195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irradiated (1.20E+26 n/m²) SRA Zircaloy-4 at 350°C</td>
<td>10.4×10^6</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>88,993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High strength steel</td>
<td>3.0×10^7</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ref. [17]
* Ref. [11]

Stress distribution in the ring expansion clad testing system at 350°C from FEA results is shown in Fig. 29. Typical load stresses for testing at 350°C were on the order of 45 ksi (ring hoop stress) for unirradiated material and 85 ksi for irradiated material tests. This corresponds to loads on the order of 2300 lbf and 3325 lbf of axial load on the copper plug, respectively (cited from J. Hemrick). Similar to room-temperature FEA results, the stress distribution is nonuniform and SRA Zr-4 rings bulge at the middle of the gage section. The stress distributions in both unirradiated and irradiated SRA Zr-4 cladding appear similar. Table 7 summarizes the stress ranges resulting in SRA Zr-4 cladding at 350°C. Irradiated
SRA Zr-4 cladding under higher loading experiences a higher stress level than unirradiated SRA Zr-4 cladding. Similar to room-temperature results, significant compressive stress was observed in $\sigma_{ZZ}$, which was induced by the clad bulging effect. Maximum shear $= \frac{(\sigma_{TT} - \sigma_{ZZ})}{2} = \frac{(48,435 + 32,462)}{2} = 40,448$ psi for unirradiated SRA Zr-4 cladding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\sigma_{RR}$ (psi)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{TT}$ (psi)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{ZZ}$ (psi)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{RZ}$ (psi)</th>
<th>von Mises (psi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irradiated Zr-4</td>
<td>-7798~ -1273</td>
<td>48713~83191</td>
<td>-53180~ -9229</td>
<td>874~6011</td>
<td>88993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated Zr-4</td>
<td>-4246~ -767</td>
<td>29649~48435</td>
<td>-32462~ -9374</td>
<td>674~3502</td>
<td>54195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 29 Nonuniform stress distribution in SRA Zr-4 clad for FEM with deformation plastic material model of copper plug at 350°C.
(b) Unirradiated SRA Zr-4 ring, load 2300 lbf
Fig. 30 Nonuniform contact stress distribution in SRA Zr-4 clad for FEM with deformation plastic material model of copper plug at 350°C.

(a) Irradiated SRA Zr-4 ring, load 3325 lbf

(b) Unirradiated SRA Zr-4 ring, load 2300 lbf
Fig. 31 Nonuniform radial dilatation in SRA Zr–4 clad for FEM with deformation plastic material model of copper plug at 350°C.
Fig. 30 shows nonuniform contact stress distribution in SRA Zr-4 clad for FEM with the deformation plastic material model of copper plug at 350°C. Fig. 31 shows nonuniform radial dilatation distribution along the gage length. FEA results are similar to those of unirradiated Zr-4 cladding at room temperature. Maximum radial strain occurs at the cladding bulge-out section, 2.01% for irradiated SRA Zr-4 cladding and 1.7% for unirradiated SRA Zr-4 cladding. Fig. 32 shows the deformed test specimen. The ring specimen bulges at the middle of gage section, similar to FEA. However, it was learned from the irradiated test that uniform elongation of the irradiated ring specimen is ~3.4%, which is much higher than the maximum FEM radial strain.
4. DEVELOPMENT OF EXPANDED PLUG WEDGE TEST

Finite element simulations on the previously developed ORNL expanded plug test show significant nonuniform stress distribution and highly nonuniform radial dilatation in the expansion plug tested clad. The barreling effect produces significant bending stress into the clad wall, both tensile and compressive stress in the same cross section. This will result in a very large localized shear stress field in the clad wall portion that has compressive stress. To mitigate the mentioned deficiencies associated with the current expansion plug test, systematic studies have been conducted. A method to reconcile the potential nonconservatism embedded in the expansion plug test system has been discovered. The expanded plug wedge test has been developed based on the method.

4.1 FIRST DESIGN MODIFICATION OF THE EXPANDED PLUG TEST

The first proposed modification of the expanded plug test is to choose aluminum as the material for the expansion plug instead of polyurethane, as shown in Fig. 33. The test design is as simple as the previous ORNL design. An axial compressive load is applied to a cylindrical plug of aluminum. As the plug is pressed down, it expands in the radial direction. In the process, radial extension of the outside ring of test material can be obtained. Similarly, the load–circumferential strain data from the ring tests will be converted into material stress-strain curves in a separate procedure.

![Fig. 33 FEM model of first proposed design modification.](image)

There are three main differences between the proposed expanded plug wedge test design and the previous ORNL design. Beside the difference choice of plug material, the axial length of the test specimen is shorter than in the previous design. A series of size effect studies for the axial length of the clad and expansion plug have been performed. From these recent systematic investigations, an optimized length has been determined that will produce a more uniform stress and strain distribution within the gage section. The third difference lies in the friction in the interface between clad and plug. Lubrication is considered in the interface in order to reduce the interfacial shear stress and the consequence of axial compressive stress.
In Fig. 33, the geometry of this first design modification model has been optimized in FEA. The length of the ring is shorter, 0.17 in., and OD and ID of the ring are the same as in the current ORNL design, 0.37 and 0.326 in., respectively. OD of the plug is 0.326 in. The plug length is 0.25 in. The bottom surface was constrained to 6 DOF in the FEM model. Pressure load was applied on the top of the ram. The general contact was defined as between the outer surface of the expanded plug and the inner surface of the ring specimen. The friction in the interface between clad and plug were set to 0.04 \[20\] to simulate the lubrication effect. Ring material is still unirradiated Zr-4. Plug material is aluminum 6061-T6. Ram and supported are still high strength steel. The component material properties are listed in Table 8.

Table 8. Component material properties of the first design modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Tensile yield stress (psi)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated Zr-4 (^a)</td>
<td>1.44×10^7</td>
<td>67,800</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High strength steel (b)</td>
<td>3.0×10^7</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum 6061-T6 (c)</td>
<td>1.0×10^7</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Ref. [5]  
\(^b\) Ref. [11]  
\(^c\) Ref. [18]

FEM simulation results exhibit apparent improvement in the stress and strain distribution at the gage section, as shown in Fig. 34 and Fig. 35. However, the stress and strain distributions are not perfectly uniform to meet the design requirement.

Fig. 34 Improved stress distribution in the clad for the first design modification.
Fig. 35 Improved radial dilatation distribution at the gage section for the first design modification.

Fig. 36 shows that the compressive stress and shear stress are also significantly reduced from the new design. The resultant compressive stress and shear stress are one order of magnitude less than that of the current design in Fig. 26.

4.2 EXPANDED PLUG WEDGE TEST

In addition to the first proposed modification, an expanded plug test has been developed with rigid wedges inserted between clad and plug. The FEM model of this version of design modification is shown in Fig. 37. The working mechanism is similar to the other expanded plug test designs. However, as the eight rigid wedge pieces are introduced in-between the tested ring and plug, the expanded plug is not directly pressing on the test specimen (reducing the impact of the plug bulging effect to ring deformation). The compressive plug pushes against the rigid wedges moving in the outward radial direction, by which the stress and deformation are transferred onto the tested ring.
Through detailed parameter investigation on the specific geometry designs, the expanded plug wedge test design has an optimized geometry, as modeled in Fig. 37. Especially for the wedge inserts, several iterations of the FEA study had to be performed to reach the final design. Once the essential thickness of the wedge was determined, the OD and ID of the wedge were decided accordingly. The plug diameter has been modified accordingly with respect to the inserted wedges. To achieve even expansion in the radial direction of the ring specimen, the wedge inserts were cut into eight pieces. The geometry of the specimen ring is the same as that of the first modification, as well as the axial length of the plug. The ring length is 0.17 in., OD is 0.37 in., and ID is 0.326 in. The wedges are rigid with eight pieces. The length of the wedges is 0.17 in., ID is 0.238 in., and OD is 0.326, corresponding to the ring’s ID. Hence, the thickness of the wedges is 0.044 in. The plug length is 0.25 in., and the OD of the plug is 0.238 in., corresponding to the wedge’s ID.

Material selection for the testing system is crucial. After careful filtering, A514 steel was chosen for the wedge inserts and aluminum 6061-T6 was used for the expansion plug. Ring material is unirradiated Zr-4. The ram and support port are still high strength steel. The component material properties of testing system are listed in Table 9.

Table 9. Component material properties of expanded plug wedge test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (psi)</th>
<th>Tensile yield stress (psi)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated Zr-4 (a)</td>
<td>(1.44 \times 10^7)</td>
<td>67,800</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High strength steel (b)</td>
<td>(3.0 \times 10^7)</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum 6061-T6 (c)</td>
<td>(1.0 \times 10^7)</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A514 steel (d)</td>
<td>(2.97 \times 10^7)</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) Ref. [5]  
\(b\) Ref. [11]  
\(c\) Ref. [18]  
\(d\) Ref. [19].
In the FEM model in Fig. 37, the loading and boundary conditions were the same as in the FEM model in Fig. 33 for the first modification design. The difference was the contact. Due to the wedge insert between clad and expansion plug, general contact was defined as both in the interface between the wedges and plug and the interface between clad and wedges. Low friction was also applied in those interfaces to reduce shear stress.

Fig. 36 shows the uniform hoop stress distribution in the cladding for the expanded plug wedge test. There is no apparent bulging observed in the clad wall. Fig. 37 shows a uniform radial dilatation distribution along the gage length. Along the clad gauge section, the radial dilation is bounded between 0.02 in. and 0.022 in., which is dramatically improved from the highly non-uniform dilation of the current design. Therefore, the FEM simulation has confirmed that the proposed approach improves the uniformity of stress and strain distributions at the gage section. The results also indicate the wedge inserts work well to eliminate the bulging effect.

It also results in a more uniform stress distribution at contact interfaces between wedge and ring. It is noted that a deformed ring is not perfectly round in the radial direction. At the wedge opening section, the ring is concave; at the wedge and ring contact section, the ring is convex. The wedge and ring contact section (convex section) is much larger than the wedge opening section (concave section). FEA results show that the resultant stress-strain curves in the convex section are a better match with tensile data than that in the concave section. Therefore, circumferential measurement is suggested at the convex section in the testing.

![Fig. 38 Uniform stress distribution in the clad for expanded plug wedge test.](image-url)
At the gauge section, in addition to the improvement of the uniform stress and strain distribution, the compressive stress and shear stress are also significantly reduced from the new design, as shown in Fig. 40. The resultant compressive stress and shear stress are one order of magnitude less than that of the current design in Fig. 26.

A general procedure also has been developed to determine the hoop stress $\sigma_\theta$ in the tested ring specimen. Similar to the current expanded plug test method, expanded plug wedge test method is designed to extract mechanical properties for the cladding materials by converting the test load and radial expansion data into the hoop stress-strain curves. Then the mechanical properties such as Young’s modulus, yield strength and strain-hardening characteristics can be examined accordingly from the material stress-strain curves.

Three key measurements need to be made in the expanded plug testing. One is the total load, $F_{\text{total}}$, applied by the test frame to the plug and ring specimen, which is equivalent to the force applied to the loading ram in FEA. The second one is the amount of compression extension $\Delta L$ experienced by the plug as measured by the crosshead movement, which is equivalent to the displacement of the loading ram in axial direction of the ring in FEA. The third one is the radial deformation $\Delta r$ of the ring specimen as measured by the transducers, which is equivalent to the ring dilatation in the radial direction in FEA. However, the total load $F_{\text{total}}$ is not totally transmitted to the ring specimen through the expansion of the plug, because a large amount of force or energy is consumed by the plug deformation. By measuring the plug load, $F_{\text{plug}}$, and compression extension $\Delta L$ from a standalone plug without a ring specimen, a correlation can be developed to separate the plug load from the total load, by which the net load transmitted directly to the ring specimen can be estimated and refers to as the ring load $F_{\text{ring}}$. 
Therefore, there are two set of tests required in developing expanded plug wedge testing protocol, one is the expansion plug test with the ring specimen, and the other one is the plug compression test without the ring specimen. The total load $F_{total}$ applied to the plug and ring specimen and the plug load $F_{plug}$ of the free plug without a ring surrounding it are shown in Fig. 41(a). The ring load $F_{rings}$ shown in Fig. 41(b), is estimated from the total load $F_{total}$ and the plug load $F_{plug}$ based on a developed correlation procedure, as described below.

![Fig. 41 Ring load determined by total load and plug load in expanded plug wedge test design](image)

The energy conservation can be expressed in the following equations for the expansion plug ring test,

$$\text{External Work} = \text{Internal Strain Energy} \hspace{2cm} (4)$$

The external work is the work done by the total load $F_{total}$. Internal strain energy consists of three system components, i.e., strain energy of the plug, the ring, and the wedge inserts. Internal energy also includes the energy dissipation due to friction, Thus, the Eq.(4) can be written as

$$\text{Work}_{total} = \text{Strain Energy}_{plug} + \text{Strain Energy}_{ring} + \text{Strain Energy}_{wedge} + \text{Energy dissipation}_{system} \hspace{2cm} (5)$$

The rigid-wedge inserts are designed to transmit the load uniformly onto the ring specimen. Wedges are made of high strength steel and designed to be separated during the expansion process, thus, they will consume very limited strain energy. Energy dissipation from the system is considered to be very small compared to that in plug and ring specimen due to significant reductions in compressive stress and shear stress in the new design. FEA results further verify that strain energy of wedges and energy dissipation from the friction together are only 0.3% of internal strain energy. Therefore, the last two terms in Eq. (5) were not considered in the further testing protocol development.

Strain energy of the plug with a ring surrounding it is slightly higher than the work of the free plug without a ring, due to the ring confinement contribution. FEA finds that the strain energy of the plug with a ring is 1.7% more than that of the free plug. By applying a small correction factor $\lambda$, strain energy of the plug in a ring test can be replaced by the work from the plug load $F_{plug}$ of the free plug without a ring. Strain energy of the ring specimen can be expressed as nominal internal pressure $P_{ring}$ acting on the ring internal area and moving $\Delta r$ in the radial direction, thus, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as,

$$F_{total} \Delta L = F_{plug} \Delta L \lambda + P_{ring} 2\pi r L \Delta r \hspace{2cm} (6)$$
\[ \lambda = \frac{\text{Strain energy of plug with ring}}{\text{Work on free plug}} \]  

\[ \text{therefore,} \]

\[ P_{\text{ring}} = \frac{(F_{\text{total}} - F_{\text{plug}}) \cdot \Delta L}{2 \pi r t} \]  

Based on Eq. (2) of thin wall theory, hoop stress \( \sigma_0 \) can be expressed as following,

\[ \sigma_0 = \frac{P_{\text{ring}} t}{2 \pi r t} = \frac{F_{\text{ring}} \Delta L}{2 \pi r t l} = \chi \frac{F_{\text{ring}}}{t l} \]  

where, \( \chi \) is a scaling factor used to correlate the ring load \( F_{\text{ring}} \) into hoop stress \( \sigma_0 \)

\[ \chi = \frac{1}{2 \pi \Delta r \Delta L} \]  

\[ F_{\text{ring}} = F_{\text{total}} - \lambda F_{\text{plug}}, \]

\( \Delta L \)----plug total compression extension,

\( \Delta r \)----ring total radial dilatation,

\( t \)---- ring specimen thickness,

\( l \)----ring specimen length,

In FEA, at the end of the process, compression extension of the plug is \( \Delta L = 0.08 \) in.; in the meantime, the ring radial dilatation reaches \( \Delta r = 0.0212 \) in. By applying Eq. (9), the scaling \( \chi \)-factor is calculated as 0.6. The ring specimen has thickness of 0.022 in. with length of 0.17 in.. The ring load \( F_{\text{ring}} \) in Fig. 41(b) is converted into hoop stress \( \sigma_0 \) using Eq. (8), as shown in Fig. 42.
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(a) Nominal Stress-Strain of ring test vs. Tensile test

(b) Nominal Stress-Strain of ring test vs. Tensile test

**Fig. 42** Ring load–radial strain data from the ring test converted into material stress-strain curve for the modified expanded plug test design with wedge insert expanded plug wedge test.

The generated stress-strain curve agrees very well with that of tensile test data in both elastic and plastic regions. In the elastic region, the yield stress and Young’s modulus match well with that of the tensile data; in plastic region, ultimate stress also matches well with that of the tensile data, and the converted ring load data also shows the strength hardening characteristics that was not observed from the current expanded plug test approach. Therefore, the material properties for the cladding material can be extracted correctly and effectively from the proposed expanded plug wedge test.
5. FUTURE WORK

Further detailed study is needed on this subject. The proposed tasks for developing expanded plug wedge test are listed below.

Task 1: Select clad materials that have material characteristics similar to that of the fuel clad material of interest; selecting plug and insert materials, including the associated lubricant materials.

Task 2: Perform analytical and numerical simulation investigation on the proposed expanded plug wedge test:

(1) Parameter studies on the clad test sample dimensions, plug dimensions, and associated materials.

(2) Parameter studies on wedge insert geometry and dimensions, and on material selection, including the lubricant material for coating the wedge insert.

(3) System optimization and validation study on the proposed expanded plug wedge test.

Task 3: Perform modified expansion test setup and the counterpart tensile testing to validate the proposed expanded plug wedge test.

(1) Perform conventional tensile testing, including a ring test, to provide benchmark data for expanded plug wedge test simulation effort.

(2) Develop expanded plug wedge test samples, including clad, plug, and wedges; prepare expanded plug wedge test setup with the two end-pistons approach.

(3) Perform the expanded plug wedge test and analyze the test results.

Task 4: Initiate a standardization effort on the proposed expanded plug wedge test.

(1) Initiate dialogue with ANL, PNNL, and other national labs on forming a round robin testing group for testing the proposed new approach and for comparing it to conventional approaches for fuel clad mechanical properties evaluation.

(2) Communicate with the nuclear industry, such as fuel clad vendors and the nuclear utilities, on the proposed new approach for clad tensile properties evaluation.

Where possible, intertwine Tasks 2 and 3 until test results from the optimized design of the proposed expanded plug wedge test have been achieved.
6. SUMMARY

Finite element models were established to simulate the current ORNL expanded plug method for mechanical property testing. A uniaxial compressive test and volumetric compressive test were performed. Test data were used in ABAQUS to calibrate coefficients of the hyperelastic material model of a polyurethane plug at room temperature, which were input as parameters in the FEM model. The expansion plug test system with unirradiated Zr-4 clad and polyurethane plug was evaluated using the established FEM model at room temperature.

FEA results show highly nonuniform stress and strain distribution in the unirradiated Zr-4 clad at room temperature. Significant compressive stresses were observed in the resultant axial stress, which were induced by clad bending due to the clad bulging effect. The barreling effect caused very large localized shear stress in the clad wall, which might lead to shear failure of material at 45°. Compressive stress in cladding can further induce lateral expansion of the clad wall. The circumference strain estimated from the expansion plug test overestimates the strain deformation per the defined hoop stress due to the additional lateral expansion induced by the compressive stress. The compressive axial stress and shear stress in a plug-clad system cannot be ignored in the expansion plug testing.

The defined hoop stress obtained from the simplified scale factor approach significantly underestimates the true combined stress fields experienced by an expansion plug tested clad system, as indicated by this FEM analysis. The above combined effects of the overestimated circumference strain plus associated underestimated stress will result in nonconservative predictions both in strength and ductility of the tested clad, and the associated mechanical properties as well. FEA proves that stress fields in a clad material induced by the expansion plug test can be quite complicated and not really resemble pressurized cylinder clad stress-strain behaviors.

A ring expansion clad test at elevated temperature 350°C has also been evaluated in FEA. FEM simulations with unirradiated SRA Zircaloy-4 and irradiated SRA Zircaloy-4 clad and copper plug have been conducted. Similar deficiencies of the ring test using the current expanded plug method exist in the FEA results at elevated temperature.

To overcome the mentioned deficiencies associated with the current expansion plug test, systematic studies have been conducted. A modified expansion plug testing protocol has been developed based on detailed study using FEA. The first proposed design modification of the expanded plug test chose aluminum as the expansion plug material. A series of size effect studies for the axial length of clad and expansion plug have been performed. Per these recent systematic investigations, the optimized length has been determined based on producing a more uniform stress and strain distribution within the gage section. Lubrication is considered in the interface in order to reduce the interfacial shear stress and the consequence of axial compressive stress. FEM simulation results exhibit the apparent improvement in the stress and strain distribution at the gage section as well as the significant reduction in the axial stress induced by the barreling effect.

In addition to the first proposed modification, an expanded plug test with rigid wedges inserted between clad and plug has been developed. FEM simulation has proved that by using this approach, more improvement was gained regarding the uniform stress and strain distribution at the gage section than with the first proposed design modification that optimized the geometry alone. FEM results also show significantly less axial compressive stresses than that of the previous ORNL expansion plug method. A general procedure has been developed to determine the hoop stress $\sigma_0$ in the tested ring specimen, where a scaling factor called $\chi$-factor was developed to convert the ring load $P$ into hoop stress $\sigma_0$. The generated stress-strain curve agrees very well with that of the tensile test data in both the elastic and
plastic regions. Therefore, the material properties for the cladding material can be extracted correctly from the proposed expanded plug wedge test.
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